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• TSO in Denmark
• Responsible for SoS, Market and system development and settlement for all RES-electricity production in Denmark
• Has around 700 employees based on several bases in Denmark
Registration of installations

• The DSOs are master data responsible
• New PV’s are reported to the DSO’s by the installer of the PV.
• The registration is based on the Master data form provided by Energinet.dk, which shows the required fields to provide.
• The DSO registers the PV in the national master data registry which is run by Energinet.dk
Payment of price premiums

- Energinet.dk settles the price premiums for RES based on the data from the local DSO.
- The DSO is meter data responsible
- The DSO provides all meter data based on the energy fed into the grid
- Energinet.dk settles as the main rule on the 25th of the month for the production measured the previous month